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￭ Display scaling of text works in IE6+ with scaling set to 125% percent with ClearType font
smoothing disabled. ￭ For applications using a Windows Font Pack (WFP), set the following

registry key to point to Segoe UI:
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows

NT\CurrentVersion\Fonts\WinFont\SegoeUI] "FileName"="SegoeUI.ttf" ￭ To use Segoe UI, call
the Graphics Device Context using ClearType fonts, such as this: // Sets the font and establishes

color for text Graphics::SetFont(m_hFont); ::SetBkMode( m_hDC, TRANSPARENT );
::SetTextColor(m_col); // Continues reading text, adding and displaying text line by line. Scanf(

"Press 'Enter' to exit", szBuffer ); ￭ Font size can be increased to 9 pt. in size to accommodate for
better layout and readability for all languages. Microsoft now considers Segoe UI to be the

default system font on Windows Vista. Segoe UI is designed with readability in mind and its
letters are actually taller than the standard Windows fonts (taking up more room on-screen). This
means that if you're reading text on a screen that has large font settings, you'll see more on-screen
than you might expect. As you can see, it is not related to ClearType. The font has been designed

for displaying text on screen and Segoe UI is backward compatible with previous Windows
systems. ￭ Segoe UI is a humanist sans serif with no strong character or distracting quirkiness.
The typeface is meant to give the same visual effect on screen and in print while being highly
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readable on its own. It was designed to be a humanist sans serif with no strong character or
distracting quirkiness. - Segoe UI Regular Segoe UI Regular is the default regular weight font in

Windows Vista. It is optimized for ClearType. Segoe UI Regular is a humanist sans serif typeface
with no strong character or distracting quirkiness. It was designed to be a readable, forgiving font
for display and for print. Its letters are actually taller than standard Windows fonts, so if you set

your font size bigger, you'll see more
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Segoe UI: Improves consistency in text styles across all languages. Is optimized for ClearType,
which is on by default in Windows Vista. Segoe UI is less readable without ClearType enabled.

Has the standard font size increased to 9 pt. to accommodate for better layout and readability for
all languages. Has a new set of themed font styles that can be referenced through the Aero theme

file. Contains currently the Latin, Greek and Cyrillic characters. Microsoft will continue to
develop, add character sets and support this font. The improvements to the application display of

text in Windows Vista are particularly visible and valuable in a graphical program or game.
Certain games require that text is displayed with a certain style or with a specific font size or
weight. This information is not available through the OS through the traditional method of

modifying system fonts. "I have used many different fonts in Windows, but it was starting to get
too confusing because there were many of them - and they were not all the same. Segoe UI fixes
that - allowing developers to use the typeface in text elements in all their games without having to
worry about which is best for that particular purpose." - Joe Esposito, Xbox development director

"I worked on a couple of video game projects that used the new Segoe UI font. You can really
see the clarity and legibility on screen, and the letterforms are much more interesting." - Matthew

Hodgson, creative director, Gameloft; Xbox 360 game Stormrise "This font is now a part of
Windows itself, and every application in Windows Vista now comes with the Segoe UI fonts

installed, so there's no need for additional third party programs to make use of it. This makes it
very easy for users to browse their menus and games menus and to read information in a

consistent way. This is really good for user experience. All in all, a step up from Windows XP." -
Steve Wilhite, general manager, Microsoft Canada "At DICE, a lot of the text is displayed using

the Segoe UI font. It allows developers to showcase more of their games' features with more
visual impact. If you've ever played a Microsoft Windows game, Segoe UI will instantly feel like

home." - John Chaney, technology advisor, DICE "I've seen Segoe UI everywhere. It's used
09e8f5149f
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Size: 4px to 20px Design Features: Semi-condensed text family, two weights (regular and bold)
Primary Font Family: Segoe UI Character Set Support: Latin, Greek, Cyrillic, Hebrew and
Arabic. Previewed on: XP: 7069 Vista: 7936 WPF: 7939 Framework Elements: Include in:
AeroThemes\Default.Theme.xaml Not in: Arial, Segoe UI, Tahoma Supported Languages: Latin:
Greek: Cyrillic: Hebrew: Arabic: Thai: Ft.: 12pt to 20pt Paper: "Arial" Display: "Segoe UI"
Browser Colors: Windows: Arial Black, Segoe UI Symbol, Tahoma, Webdings Visited Links:
Import the fonts onto your computer from Arial Black and Segoe UI Symbol are also available
for download from the same site. For Windows XP, the Segoe UI Symbol font is installed by
default and will be used if the Windows XP font selection dialog is used. For Windows Vista,
Segoe UI Symbol is the default font in Windows XP mode. To use Segoe UI Symbol for
Windows Vista, you must install it via "Add a language pack" from the "Language and Region"
control panel. The typeface offers a unique layout that includes the following enhancements:
Simplified, consistent capital letter shapes Further refined web-like proportions Optimized math
symbols Unique font family with Asian and Cyrillic characters Improved variable italic font that
matches the weight of the bolded version More open-ended lowercase, making it more legible A
wide set of Unicode characters for improved international support Uniform typographic style
Reduced visual clutter More readable, more legible characters Consistent black-on-white, black-
on-gray, and black-on-red patterns Improved readability in micro-text (smaller than 1 pixel)
Accurate Unicode coverage for characters that have been allocated to Unicode Buttons,
checkboxes, and scrollbars that are aesthetically pleasing, distinctive, and attention grabbing. To
make reading and scanning easier, Segoe UI aims to improve contrast in small text, reduce noise,
improve

What's New In?

￭ With the introduction of Segoe UI, Windows improves the consistency in how users see all text
across all languages. The design of the Segoe UI letterforms is also tightly aligned with the Aero
principles and design goals. ￭ Segoe UI is designed specifically for user interfaces and is
optimized for ClearType font technology. With the introduction of Segoe UI, Windows improves
the consistency in how users see all text across all languages. The design of the Segoe UI
letterforms is also tightly aligned with the Aero principles and design goals. ￭ Segoe UI has the
standard font size increased to 9 pt. to accommodate for better layout and readability for all
languages. ￭ Has a new set of themed font styles that can be referenced through the Aero theme
file. ￭ Improves the readability of the Latin, Greek, and Cyrillic characters, which are most
commonly found in the world wide web, e-mail, etc. ￭ Uses all code points in Unicode for a total
of 17,834 characters. ￭ Is suitable for use in print. The actual size of the pixels in each font vary
slightly. ￭ Is not a modern look font. ￭ Is not intended to be a flexible font. ￭ Is designed for
personal computer use only. ￭ Includes Cyrillic characters. These are optional and can be
developed, added, and supported. ￭ Does not include all ISO 8859-1 characters. Microsoft plans
to develop and support additional character sets in the future. ￭ Does not include additional
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double quotes. Additionally, these are optional and can be developed, added, and supported. ￭
Microsoft will continue to develop, add character sets and support this font. ￭ Does not include
Japanese Kana characters. ￭ Is not a monospaced font. ￭ Does not include Thai. The font metric
data in Segoe UI is a subset of Segoe UI TrueType Specifications. How do you install and use
Segoe UI? ￭ To install Segoe UI, you can use either the Windows Vista installation CD or USB
flash drive. Alternatively, you can download the file SegoeUI.msu from the Windows Vista
Developer Site. ￭ In Windows Vista, by default the Segoe UI fonts are installed in
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 8.1 64-bit or Windows 7 64-bit Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K 3.3 GHz or AMD
FX-8350 4.0 GHz Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: GeForce GTX 570 or Radeon HD 7970 Hard
Drive: 50 GB available space DirectX: 11 Network: Broadband Internet connection The
requirements are the same as those of the desktop version. Recommended Requirements: OS:
Windows 8.1 64-bit or Windows 7
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